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Abstract: Background: Unexpected events or major supply chain disruptions have demonstrated
the vulnerability in which supply chains operate. While supply chains are usually prepared for
operational disruptions, unexpected or black swan events are widely disregarded, as there is no
reliable way to forecast them. However, this kind of event could rapidly and seriously deteriorate
supply chain performance, and ignoring that possibility could lead to devastating consequences.
Methods: In this paper, definitions of major disruptions and the methods to cope with them are
studied. Additionally, a methodology to develop supply chain resilience roadmaps is conceptualised
by analysing existing literature to help plan for unexpected events. Results: The methodology is
introduced to create roadmaps comprises several stages, including supply chain exploration, scenario
planning, system analysis, definition of strategies, and signal monitoring. Each roadmap contains the
description of a plausible future in terms of supply chain disruptions and the strategies to implement
to help mitigate negative impacts. Conclusions: The creation of roadmaps calls for an anticipatory
mindset from all members along the supply chain. The roadmaps development establishes the
foundations for a holistic supply chain disruption preparation and analysis.

Keywords: supply chains; scenario planning; low-probability and high-impact disruptions; disrup-
tion management; disruption risk; supply chain resilience

1. Introduction

With the recent global pandemic and disruptions in all sectors of the economy across
the world, decision- and policy-makers have experienced enormous impacts in an unfore-
seeable scenario. Throughout history, unexpected events demonstrated the vulnerability
and lack of preparedness to face such situations. For instance, the earthquake, tsunami and
nuclear crisis in Japan in 2011 caused damage estimated to be above USD 195 billion [1],
and the current pandemic has shaken virtually every industry and sector. Hence, research
on major supply chain (SC) disruptions is highly relevant to achieving resilience.

SCs are intricate networks that interact in different countries, infrastructures, and
technological networks. Recent events have shown that SCs move the blood in these
systems; paralysis in SCs leads to paralysis of the wider economy. Although they are not a
critical infrastructure per se, SCs represent the backbone of economies around the world.
Low-probability and high-impact events can unleash multiple crises, as their effects can
snowball. Hence, research into the management of these unpredictable events is vital for
both SC members and the wider society.

Unpredictable disruptions are known as black swan events. Three attributes charac-
terise a black swan event: It is an outlier because it occurs outside the realm of regular
expectations, its consequences have extreme impacts, and it is only retrospective in its
predictability [2]. While a growing body of SC literature addresses disruptions and risk
management, most existing papers concentrate on operational disturbances or likely dis-
ruptions. There is a tendency to ignore major uncertainties, as they are unpredictable.
Additionally, traditional risk evaluation methods would not be suitable for these kinds of
events, as these methods rely heavily on probabilities.
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The ongoing pandemic has characterised a major disruption with a long-term dis-
rupted state, an unstable environment, and uncertainty about the future in the markets,
supply base, and capacities [3]. Pandemic disruptions are different and unique as they de-
veloped gradually, in the long term, from multiple sources, with a spatiotemporal dynamic
(moving from one region to another over time), causing disruption to supply, demand, and
logistics infrastructures [4,5]. Hence, it is imperative to call for continuous preparedness
for disruptions, living in anticipation of them, and learning how to manage SCs in times of
crisis [6].

The SC context sorely needs a detailed analysis of this kind of extraordinary disrup-
tion. The scale and scope of the pandemic called for a new frontier in SC risk management
(SCRM). SCRM frameworks have five major components: risk identification, risk assess-
ment, risk consequences, risk management response, and risk performance outcomes [7].
However, SCRM is not enough to deal with unexpected events, as it focuses on identifying
possible disruptions, mapping their most likely effects, and developing preventive and
mitigation plans to reduce risk exposure.

This paper does not purport to provide solutions for unpredictable disruptions; in-
stead, it offers a methodology that enables the unveiling of plausible futures and how to
react to them. The contribution of this paper is twofold—the study of definitions of unex-
pected events in the SC context and the introduction of supply chain resilience roadmaps
for major disruptions. This paper answers the following research questions:

• What are the different definitions of unexpected events?
• How have unexpected events been approached in SC?
• What methodologies are appropriate to cope with unexpected events?

2. What Are Unexpected Events in Supply Chains?

SCs are characterised by an increasing number of interactions among all the par-
ties involved in delivering customer requirements. Although unexpected events have a
low likelihood, globalisation has amplified the breadth, length, and complexity of SCs,
which exposes them to an ever-larger number of unforeseen events [8]. While operational
disruptions have been widely analysed in the SCRM domain, unpredictable disruptions
with low probability and high impact have received little attention. For that reason, it is
imperative to plan for and adjust to their occurrence to the greatest extent possible, rather
than continuing to try to predict or simply ignore them.

The literature on SC disruption grew exponentially from 2012 to 2019, which is
attributable to the many disruptions observed in SCs after the tsunami in Japan and
flooding in Thailand, both of which occurred in 2011 [9]. Due to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, the SC disruption field is showing a more significant upheaval trend. However,
it is crucial to determine which methodologies are applicable for operational disruptions
and which for unpredictable disruptions.

Resilience has been studied through the lenses of redundancy and flexibility. While SC
managers are more inclined towards flexibility because they can also observe improvement
at the operational level [10], flexibility is not enough for major disruptions. In order to
achieve a higher degree of resilience, the twin goals of reconfigurability [11] and viabil-
ity [12] are encouraged.

Unpredictable events are known by different names in the literature: black swan
events, disasters, unexpected events, macro-risks, unpredictable disruption, low-probability
and high-impact events, SC tsunamis, catastrophes, emergencies, uncertainties, dragon
kings, perfect storms, mega-disasters, mega-crises, emerging risks, disruption risks, super
disruptions, deep disruptions, and so on. The sheer variety of terms reveals the different
perspectives from which these situations are studied.

Definitions of some of these terms for disruptions are presented in Table 1. As observed
from Table 1, a common language or taxonomy to define unexpected major disruption has
clearly not yet been established. Different authors have proposed their definitions and
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terms. Although all the terms describe events that have profound impacts, the level of
predictability of such events is not always well defined.

Table 1. Definitions of terms for describing disruptions.

Term Author Definition

Disruptions [13,14]
Unplanned and unanticipated events that disrupt

the normal flow of goods and materials within
an SC.

Disruption risks [15] Major disruptions caused by incidents such as
natural and human-made disasters.

Black swans [2] Rare events that cause extreme impacts and are
predictable only in retrospect.

Dragon kings [16]

Meaningful outliers that are found to coexist with
power laws in the distributions of event sizes
under a broad range of conditions in a wide

variety of systems.

Perfect storms [17]
Involve mostly aleatory uncertainties

(randomness) in conjunctions of rare but
known events.

Deep uncertain events [18] Isolated, non-repetitive, extreme events for which
the likelihood of occurrence cannot be evaluated.

Black swans [19]

Rare events with extreme consequences, or
extreme, surprising events relative to present
knowledge and beliefs (unknown unknowns,
unknown knowns, and events with negligible

probability).

Tsunamis [20]
Rarely occurring SC phenomenon with a sudden
and devastating impact on a focal firm, its supply

network, or even the entire industry.

In order to observe how these terms are related, we conducted a search in SCOPUS
using the following keywords: ‘black swan event’ AND ‘supply,’ ‘black swan event’ AND
‘management,’ ‘unpredictable disruption’ AND ‘supply,’ ‘low-probability and high-impact’
AND ‘supply management,’ ‘tsunamis’ AND ‘supply management’, and ‘disruption risk’
AND ‘supply management’. The search generated 1363 documents. After reviewing the
results, we observed that our search had included operational and likely disruptions. As
the scope of the present paper is unpredictable disruptions, the keywords were narrowed.
The search was restricted to ‘Engineering,’ ‘Business and Management,’ ‘Decision Sci-
ences’, and ‘Computer Sciences,’ yielding 318 documents, including journal articles and
conference papers.

The literature was subsequently analysed using VOSviewer (www.vosviewer.com,
accessed on 14 February 2021). Keyword co-occurrence analysis was implemented, as
shown in Figure 1. The circle size represents the weight of each keyword, its relatedness
strength is represented by the proximity of their position in the network, and the strength
of the links is represented by the thickness of the lines [21].

www.vosviewer.com
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As Figure 1 shows, ‘risk management’ and ‘black swans’ are the terms with the most
significant weight and strongest link, although neither term is very close to ‘supply chain’.
Given the variety of terms in the literature that define unpredictable disruptions, it is not
surprising to find such a scattered network.

Black swan events have been described as unknown unknowns [2]. Aven [22] suggests
that black swan events can be ‘unknown unknowns,’ ‘unknown knowns’, or ‘known but
not believed to occur because of low judged probability’. He categorised a new type of
virus as an unthinkable or black swan event. He mentioned that in a situation with large
uncertainties and a lack of prediction models, methods that call for anticipatory thinking
such as scenario generation are required, as scenarios may offer useful insights into what
could happen and reveal possible black swans.

Sheffi [8] noted that, even though black swans cannot be pinpointed, their nesting
spots in the global economy can be considered enabling organisations to think about
obvious and less obvious risks. Hence, it is imperative to characterise plausible settings for
unpredictable disruptions.

3. How have Unexpected Events Been Approached in SCs?

The last decade has seen an emphasis on resilience in the SC context. There is a
wealth of literature on SCRM and how to boost resilience in SCs. Several works have
proposed quantitative methods for managing disruption risk and resilience. Most of
these quantitative methods are not included in the present study because they deal with
disruptions that can somehow be predicted and use probabilistic approaches. For a detailed
literature review of quantitative methods on disruptions and recovery considerations, see
Ivanov, Dolgui [23].

This section focuses on methods that are intended for unexpected events. Studies in
this area can be broadly divided into those that focus on planning and preparation and
those that focus on recovery. A number of remarkable frameworks have been published in
the literature to prepare for uncertainties and build resilience. For instance, Christopher and
Peck [24] proposed a framework to create a resilient SC, which includes SC (re)engineering,
SC collaboration, agility, and the SCRM culture. Kleindorfer and Saads [14] developed
a conceptual framework that incorporates risk assessment and mitigation and calls for
a specification of risk sources, which may be difficult to define when dealing with an
unexpected event. Furthermore, the risk assessment proposed by Kleindorfer and Saads is
based on probabilities or worst-case scenarios.

Craighead and Blackhurst [13] proposed a theoretical framework that integrates
SC network design characteristics and SC mitigation capabilities to assess, prevent, and
mitigate the severity of an SC disruption, while Knemeyer et al. [25] suggested a process
that builds on an existing risk analysis framework by incorporating a methodology used
by the insurance industry. The drawback of that framework is that it uses probabilities
that may not be calculable, and even if those probabilities can be computed with some
confidence, the possible event would be disregarded because of its very low probability.
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Sodhi and Tang [26] proposed a 3-D framework (detect, design, and deploy) that focuses
on time and response processes instead of impact, probabilities, or cost. It is intended to be
used in planning procedures before an event occurs. Pettit and Fiksel [27] presented an SC
resilience framework that balances capabilities and vulnerabilities to create a competitive
advantage; it helps provide insights into strengths, weaknesses, and priorities.

Klibi and Martel [18] developed a three-phase hazard modelling approach, including
SC hazard characterisation, vulnerability sources and exposure levels, characterisation
of the disruption, and an assessment of consequences. Based on that model, they imple-
mented a Monte Carlo approach to generate plausible future scenarios for hazards. As the
modelling is based on available information and experience, it might completely disregard
certain potential extreme events for which no information and experience exist.

Blackhurst et al. [28] published an empirical framework of supply resilience which
considered resilience enhancers (human capital resources, organisational and physical
capital resources) and reducers (flow of activities and units and sources of flow units). A
system dynamics framework to analyse different risks with specified probabilities was
presented in [29]. That framework included risk identification via historical data and prob-
abilities, risk assessment and risk mitigation. Bradley [30] proposed a risk measurement
and prioritisation method to account for rare risks. The method incorporated failure modes
and effects analysis (FMEA) into SCRM for risk prioritisation purposes.

Simchi-Levi et al. [31] developed a methodology in which SC mapping and stress
testing are combined to unveil critical SC entities and design strategic, tactical and opera-
tional decisions. They use the risk-exposure index, time-to-recovery, and time-to-survive to
design a robust SC. Thekdi and Santos [32] proposed a performance metric to characterise
resilience in interdependency modelling and integrated scenario-based methods to measure
economic sensitivity to sudden-onset disruptions (i.e., terrorist attack, labour strike, and
hurricane). Pavlov et al. [33] presented a genome representation aiming to disrupt scenario
recognition and optimise SC reconfiguration paths. The disruption scenarios are linked
to different risk aversions and the resulting policies in the SC. Ivanov and Dolgui [34]
introduced a low-certainty-need SC framework in which SC behaviour depends less on the
certain knowledge of the environment and changes in that environment. They proposed a
combination of lean and resilient elements such as structural variety and simplification,
process and resource utilisation flexibility, and efficient parametric redundancy. Ado-
bor [35] described a multi-level SC resilience framework that emerges as a combination
of individual, organisational, and inter-organisational resilience, which work together to
identify significant sources of SC risks.

In order to tackle the uncertain SC environment, simulation modelling is an appealing
approach to analysing unexpected events. Olivares-Aguila and ElMaraghy [36] proposed
a system dynamic framework to holistically analyse the impact of major SC disruptions.
Different hypothetical disruption scenarios were implemented to observe system behaviour.
They urged planning for disruptions in order to lay down proactive and reactive strategies
from the planning and design phases to minimise impacts on the SC.

Several research efforts have focused on analysing how to react to and mitigate
disruptions once they have occurred. For instance, Schätter et al. [37] proposed a decision
support system that integrates scenario techniques, optimisation models and approaches
from decision theory as a tool against disruptions. They simulated a scenario in which a
retail food company is affected by a pandemic disaster. Ivanov [38] presented a simulation
model to predict the impacts of COVID-19; sensitivity scenarios were developed to define
operative and long-term effects.

As SCs have evolved from simple, linear arrangements to highly complex, intercon-
nected networks, dealing with disruptions using the network theory approach has attracted
interest. An overview of the methods used to mitigate SC disruptions was presented by
Bier, Lange, and Glock [39]. They emphasised that most of the proposed studies addressed
risk and structure separately, with only a few focusing on their intersection (e.g., [40]).
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While the SC structure plays an important role, the network dynamics could be challenging
to characterise.

Conceptual frameworks that call for identifying threats or the introduction of redun-
dancy or flexibility have been proposed, as summarised in the paragraphs above. However,
to develop SC resilience, analysis of unexpected events should be carried out in advance.
Hence, in the next section, methods to deal with unforeseen events are presented.

4. What Strategic Methods Could Cope with Unexpected Events?

Aven [41] noted that traditional risk analysis perspectives could not be used to meet
black swan risks because those methods tend to be static. Moreover, probability risk assess-
ment treats risk and uncertainties based on assumptions that could conceal critical issues
and therefore provides a misleading account of the possible occurrence of future events.
Traditional risk assessment methods address the issue of what can happen. However, when
dealing with ‘unknown unknowns’, anticipatory methods should be considered. Examples
of practices for identifying black swan events are anticipatory failure determination (AFD)
and red teaming.

AFD looks at how to make a failure occur instead of retrospectively looking at how that
failure happened. It is suitable for revealing and developing failure scenarios. AFD is also
called the theory of scenario structuring, and it is better than other risk assessment methods
because it provides a systematic process for inventing failure events and scenarios [42].
Scenario analysis using AFD could offer insights into future unexpected events and a
description of the situations that would enable them to occur.

Red teaming, another approach to exploring unexpected events, is a devil’s advocate
methodology. It identifies and reduces risk by offering alternative interpretations and
challenging established thinking [43]. It helps organisations to improve themselves by
providing outsider perspectives.

For strategic thinking, scenario planning emerged in the aftermath of World War II as
a method of military planning. It was imported into social forecasting and public policy
by Herman Kahn. Pierre Wack of Royal Dutch/Shell introduced the scenario approach as
strategic planning in the industrial field during the 1970s [44]. Wack [45] defined scenario
planning as a discipline for rediscovering the original entrepreneurial power of creative
foresight in the context of accelerated change, greater complexity, and genuine uncertainty.
Scenario planning captures the richness and range of possibilities to consider otherwise
ignored changes [46].

Scenarios are descriptions of plausible events that may happen in the future and result
in a particular set of outcomes. They are defined based on assumptions such as drive forces,
relationships and interconnections [47]. The scenario activity is essentially iterative, and
scenarios play the important role of raising questions. Rather than guess what will happen
exactly, scenario planning is methodical thinking about the unthinkable [48]. It is a useful
strategic tool to gain a competitive advantage in business contexts. For instance, Sodhi [49]
proposed scenario planning to formulate strategies to increase shareholder value and then
refine those strategies with optimisation models.

The role of scenario planning is to help managers recognise, consider, and reflect on the
uncertainties; it should serve as a powerful tool to increase awareness and understanding of
how different conditions will develop along different paths and anticipate them. Scenarios
are the best language for a strategic conversation, as they allow for differentiation in views
combined with a shared understanding of the situation [48]. The goal of scenario planning
is not to develop a specific solution but to engage decision-makers in meaningful dialogue
to understand critical issues for the organisation’s future and broaden perception about
situations that could erupt [50].

Several researchers have noted the need for stress testing [6,51]. Stress tests seek to
reveal whether a system can withstand a shock; they are typically static, with parameters
and models determined before testing begins. However, stress testing would fall short in
the area of interest of the present study, as unexpected events evolve in increasingly rapid
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and unpredictable ways [52]. Hence, dynamic stress test or scenario planning is imperative
to tackle unforeseen events at the level of strategic decision-making.

Although scenario planning is not new, it has not been fully exploited in the SC
resilience domain, especially for unexpected events. The lack of a descriptive methodology
for implementation for major disruptions might be one reason. However, some proactive
industries have implemented the scenario planning approach. For instance, Cisco Systems
has developed ‘playbooks,’ 14 pre-planned SC incident management scenarios used to
conduct drills that simulate disruption events [53]. Strong et al. [47] presented a framework
to develop scenarios for disaster risk reduction. While that framework is intended for
stakeholders of the disaster risk management community, it provides insights into the use
of scenario planning for the private sector and SCs.

Research Gap

Researchers have discussed SC resilience from different perspectives and presented
diverse frameworks that focus mainly on identifying threats or introducing redundancy or
flexibility, as observed in Section 3. Moreover, methods that call for anticipatory thinking
to make strategic decisions were discussed in Section 4. Although methods in Section 4
could provide insights for SC resilience against unexpected events, they have received little
attention in SC disruption management. Thus, this study bridges this gap and proposes
creating supply chain resilience roadmaps as a holistic method that considers developing
and evaluating scenarios to prepare for unexpected events. The creation and preparation
of different scenarios would allow decision-makers to rehearse and practice for unforeseen
circumstances, as described in the next section.

5. Supply Chain Resilience Roadmaps

In order to prepare for unexpected events, a mindset of awareness and preparedness
is essential. Risk management on its own is not enough because it is based on past events.
Hence, thinking forward is needed to analyse the system and identify blind spots that
could unleash an unexpected event. The proposed methodology for developing supply
chain resilience roadmaps, as shown in Figure 2, is intended to be used at the strategic
decision-making level because we are dealing with major disruptions. It features several
stages: SC exploration, scenario development, system analysis, the definition of strategies,
roadmap development, and signal monitoring considerations. The methodology begins
with SC exploration, which is continuously updated according to signals received from the
SC environment; it is not a step-by-step process but an iterative one. Each stage is defined
in the subsections below.
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The roadmaps are not designed to describe future events accurately but to identify
forces that could push the future in different directions. They are intended to be creative,
iterative, and interactive. Depending on the SC and industry that is being analysed,
adaptations need to be performed.

5.1. Supply Chain Exploration

The first stage of analysis is defining the SC and the environment in which it operates.
The exploration should include SC mapping, which captures the environment’s essence
and allows the representation of the current SC state [54]. Each organisation will need to
define the critical dimensions and characteristics to consider. Golan et al. [54] highlighted
that SC mapping should include upstream mapping (suppliers and sub-suppliers), down-
stream mapping (customers), and midstream (processes to convert the raw material to a
value-added product) mapping. A list of starting questions to map the SC is presented
in Table 2. Although questions may need to be added, changed, or deleted depending on
the sector, SC structures, dynamics, and logistics features need to be considered. Impor-
tantly, considerations regarding interactions of the various SC components such as spatial,
enterprise, value, supply-demand, time, and products need to be addressed [55,56].

Table 2. Basic questions for developing SC mapping.

Domain Questions

Relationships
-Who are the tier-1 suppliers, tier-2 suppliers, tier-3 suppliers, distribution centres, and markets?
-Who are the critical supply entities?
-What are the sourcing strategies (single or multiple suppliers) and dynamics?

Location -Where are the SC entities (suppliers, plants, distribution centres) located?

Organisational Structure -Is the assignment of authority centralised or decentralised?

Information structure -How does information flow in the SC network?
-Is there a real-time information update?

Competition -Do our competitors have the same suppliers?

Customers -Are our customers loyal and willing to wait for our products?
-Where are the customers located?

Demand -What is the demand pattern for each good category?
-What is the demand planning process?

Inventory -What are the inventory policies?
-What are the replenishment lead times?

Products
-Are our products basic products rather than innovative products?
-What products/components/raw materials are the most critical?
-What products provide most of the company profit?

Product structure -Are our products integral or modular?
-Are there alternative or substitute components/parts/products?

Process structure

-What is the manufacturing process?
-Where the factories are located, and what is their capacity?
-What is the processing time for each product type?
-Is there supply capacity scalability?

Process flexibility -Are there other plants capable of producing the same products?
-Are there alternative process plans?

Process reconfigurability -Are there other plants capable of being retooled quickly to produce the same products?
-Is it possible to repurpose machines/equipment?

Transportation

-What routes are used in the SC?
-What are the required transportation modes to move goods among the SC entities?
-What is the transportation capacity per transportation mode?
-Is there delivery capacity scalability?
-What shipment policies are implemented for each good category?
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The SC mapping is developed to know which role each SC entity is playing and how
they all interact in the system. It is essential to be aware of policies, key drivers, forces,
and priorities. The SC mapping process is a substantial task that is required to obtain an
understanding of the objectives and operations in everyday settings.

At this stage, the formation of a cross-disciplinary team is needed to provide diverse
perspectives. The team will embark on the development of scenarios. As the whole process
is strategic in nature, strong top-management support is vital to keeping the team engaged.

SC mappings have been widely supported by researchers and implemented in the
industry. For instance, in the automotive industry, an SC mapping methodology was
proposed in [57]. Similarly, a methodology to map Ford’s supply chain has been introduced
in [58]. As highlighted in [59], SC mapping can improve visualisation and monitoring and
improve supply chain’s resilience. Therefore, the supply chain exploration throughout
supply chain mapping is justifiable.

5.2. Scenario Development

The scenarios are used to reveal plausible futures. The definition of a scenario is an
activity that evolves. However, the scope (number of scenarios) and detail (the features
considered) should be established at the beginning of this stage. Scenarios need to be
comprehensive, consistent and coherent [60]. They should describe a rational route that
makes processes and decisions explicit and consistent [47].

The scenario development stage is one of the most complex; it requires the participa-
tion of the cross-disciplinary team and includes several steps before the scenarios to be
analysed are defined. The steps for scenario definition are described in Sections 5.2.1–5.2.3.
It is worth noting that the scenario definition task should be updated and performed at
least once a year because SCs are dynamic, and we are targeting strategic and tactical
decisions.

5.2.1. Scope and Objectives

Scenarios are used when there is not enough available information about future events.
However, there is a possibility that an event with high impact could emerge. For that
reason, scenario planning will target decisions from the tactical through the strategic levels.
Hence, the time horizon to consider in scenarios where disruption occurs should last at
least one quarter and as much as several years.

At this stage, as we are dealing with unexpected events, it is crucial to define what
type of risks are not going to be analysed (e.g., operational disruptions). Moreover, a scope
definition in terms of products, markets, geographical areas and technologies should be
considered. Other features that could be included in the scope step are the speed of the
propagation of the event and the speed of propagation of any ripple effects.

Once the scope is set, the SC exploration stage can be used to identify the relevant
objectives to pursue and how can they be evaluated.

5.2.2. Collection of Information

In this stage, the role of data is a crucial factor to define and support scenario planning.
In the light of the availability of more data (big data) and the incorporation of new method-
ologies such as machine learning, the implementation of data analytics can be used to
gather historical data about disruption risks and operational risks and extract information
from large and diverse datasets [61,62]. Internal data (e.g., enterprise resource planning
data), consumer data (e.g., point-of-sale data), socioeconomic information (e.g., gross do-
mestic product, inflation rates), and external data (e.g., climate change) can be collected to
map risky factors and locations. Information regarding key performance indicators and key
performance predictors will be used to define parameters and variables in the scenarios.
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5.2.3. Developing Scenarios

Brainstorming and red teaming can help to articulate scenarios. Brainstorming can be
used as a starting point to characterise plausible unforeseeable events; however, this could
result in an overly challenging task. Hence, internally in the cross-disciplinary team, the
AFD approach can be used to discover possible unexpected events not by looking for a
reason but by concentrating on how to make the SC fail. For internal SC fails, the list below
shows some possible ways to make an SC fail; it can be used as a starting point to develop
scenarios.

• Lack of money;
• Lack of employees;
• Lack of production;
• Lack of material;
• Lack of supply;
• Lack of demand;
• Lack of transportation;
• Lack of information;
• Lack of communication.

For external driving forces, social, technological, economic, environmental, and politi-
cal (STEEP) driving forces can be considered [63]. In order to avoid institutional myopia,
red teaming is encouraged to include external perspectives. However, caution is needed
to prevent overly complicated scenarios. Hence, individual concerns or risks need to be
consolidated into driving force categories [50].

The scenarios can be developed as creative narratives or storylines that reflect future
situations. Alternatively, a scenario matrix that plots two plausible issues creating a plane
with four quadrants could help define a combination of driving forces. Each quadrant
could help develop narratives for that quadrant. Although the matrix approach is the most
common, the goal is to develop provocative storylines around significant risks and driving
forces [50].

Creating a pool of disruption scenarios at this stage is worthwhile, although not
every scenario will be analysed because that would not be feasible [64]. Hence, scenarios
should have the following characteristics: (1) comprehensiveness with respect to scope, (2)
agility in containing modular components that allow for adaptability and scalability of the
scenario, (3) distinction from other scenarios, (4) plausibility, and (5) coherence. It is crucial
to define a small number of scenarios to analyse.

Researchers and organisations have supported the development of scenarios when
dealing with macro-catastrophe threats such as disease outbreaks, climatic catastrophes,
and technological catastrophes [65]. Global companies have paid more attention to the
development of scenarios. For instance, a technology corporation with manufacturing
and service SCs prepared, in 2019, a volcano explosion scenario and developed recovery
plans. Those prepared recovery plans helped them during the coronavirus outbreak in
2020 [66]. Similarly, at the first outbreak of COVID-19, Johnson & Johnson developed
several scenarios that allow the company to plan ahead instead of being forced to react in
an emergency [67]. As observed from the examples, the definition of scenarios has been
critical to overcoming unexpected situations. Therefore, the development of scenarios is
included in the roadmap methodology.

Sheffi [68] proposed categorising disruptions based on the following three dimensions:
disruption probability, consequences, and detection lead time. He notes that detection lead
time for an event could range from positive through zero to negative. An event with a
positive detection lead time can be forecast or detected in advance. Zero detection lead
time means that the event is only detected when it happens, and negative detection lead
time refers to a disruption that is not detected until after the event occurs.

Since it is not possible to evaluate countless scenarios, scenario categorisation can
be performed by evaluating each scenario based on two criteria: impacts and levels of
detectability. For instance, Figure 3 shows four scenarios (S1 through S4) scattered on the
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superior and inferior planes; however, scenarios that are located on the bottom right (S4)
are the ones that should be analysed.
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5.3. Scenario Analysis

Once the scenarios are defined, they need to be examined. Depending on the or-
ganisation, different approaches could be used. However, consideration of dependencies
and interconnectivity among the SC network and the environment needs to be carried
out. It would be useful to have performance metrics and a safe environment to visualise
the impacts and evolution of each scenario. It is also relevant to consider the possible
adaptation of the SC network structure.

Different research methodologies can be used to analyse the systems when facing
major disruptions, such as mathematical optimisation, simulations, and control theory [69].
Depending on the granularity of the system analysis, these methodologies can be developed
to observe the possible impacts of the different scenarios at the network, process, and
control level [54].

Simulation models allow the representation of complex settings and test scenarios in a
risk-free environment. The models allow the creation of various scenarios, the observation
of the impacts on key performance indicators, and the discovery of key performance
predictors [38]. Different simulation paradigms such as discrete-event simulation, agent-
based simulation, and systems dynamics have been used to develop scenarios when facing
major disruptions [70–72]. For instance, system dynamics applies system thinking and
modelling to complex systems [73]. Hence, the behaviour of the whole system is recognised.

System dynamics can be very useful as it focuses on the analysis of the behaviour of the
whole system rather than a point-by-point match with the existing system. The simulation
model could consider the SC’s possible reconfigurations to observe the structural and
dynamic changes of the disruption and recovery. For example, the system dynamics
framework proposed by Olivares-Aguila and ElMaraghy [36] to model SC disruptions
could be modified to suit specific scenarios that include SC network reconfigurations.
Effects on key performance indicators over time must be analysed to observe the system
behaviour and to identify macro-level dependencies. Likewise, Zhu and Krikke [74]
proposed a system dynamics simulation to analyse different scenarios and propose policies
to manage a perishable supply chain after the COVID-19 outbreak. Zhu et al. [75] also
observed the impacts of SC integration strategies on disruption recovery using a system
dynamics approach, which allowed them to recommend operational integration as the best
practice for disruptions such as capacity and demand disruptions.

Scenario-based system dynamics can deliver prediction results and sensitivity analysis
results that can be used to delineate policies and recommendations [76]. Hence, organisa-
tions should possess a model-based scenario design and simulation, which allow them to
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observe the disruptions and their propagation mechanism [55]. The integration of simula-
tion and optimisation can also be implemented to develop predictive disruption simulation
and optimise the recovery policies accordingly [62]. Simulation–optimisation methods
are specially designed to handle uncertainty, time-efficiency, and optimisation of suitable
criteria [77].

As pointed out by Johnson & Johnson, mathematical models and simulations have
allowed the company and supply chain leaders to understand what they could withstand
and what would be required to adapt [67]. Regardless of the methodology to be employed
for the system analysis, the development of the model is a task that requires considerable
efforts to build a representative model at the right abstraction level to try the disruptions
in a risk-free world.

5.4. Definition of Strategies

Once the system analysis has been completed, different proactive and reactive strate-
gies need to be considered. In order to define such strategies, risk attitudes should be
assessed, as different risk attitudes may lead to different solutions [78]. For instance, a
risk-seeking attitude could lead to a reactive or ‘do-nothing’ strategy. On the contrary, a risk-
averse organisation would prefer a proactive strategy. Hence, the whole SC organisation
should agree on the desired level of resilience.

Proactive strategies such as structural variety, flexibility, redundancy, segmentation,
agility, and increased visibility can all be considered [3,15,34]. However, in order to
maintain SC viability when facing a major disruption such as a pandemic, Ivanov [56]
proposed four major adapting strategies—repurposing (process flexibility), substitution
(structural reconfiguration), scalability (capacity), and intertwining (collaboration)—that
have emerged in different sectors to mitigate the disruption impacts.

A critical point to frame the strategies is the level of intellectual property willing to
be shared between organisations within the SC. Companies agreeing to work together to
maintain business continuity and share intellectual property could consider substitution
for components and materials. Moreover, collaboration could help organisations adapt and
pivot to a new business with a very short ramp-up process, should that become necessary.
Considerations of products redesign or SC configuration to mitigate or even prevent
disruptions could help reduce exposure to vulnerability [79]. In addition, the evaluation of
a postponement strategy as a mitigation technique can be considered. For instance, He and
Alavifard [80] presented a model for assessing the value of postponement in mitigating
demand and supply disruption by considering the value of managerial flexibility.

The team defining the proposed strategies also need to consider the time to adopt
the selected strategies and the required resources. As mentioned in the previous stage,
using a simulation model will be beneficial. In this stage, the simulation model would
enable observing the ‘implementation’ of the strategies in a risk-free environment. Different
recovery strategies can be analysed to select those that best suit the objectives. Sensitivity
analysis can be conducted for the simulated scenarios to obtain the ranges in which the
scenario and proposed strategies would be feasible and valid [38,76].

Access to different scenario analysis tools has allowed organisations to sense what
the future may look like and develop mitigation plans to deal with unexpected events [81].
For instance, Global and regional AGGO’s company teams analysed scenarios to define
strategies in a region and predict possible impacts [82]. As a result, they could implement
strategies to continue producing during the pandemic. Similarly, Rockwell Automation
has developed playbooks that define actions and measures to take in time of disruptions.
When COVID-19 started, the playbooks planned by Rockwell Automation allowed them
to follow the pre-defined processes to deal with the situation efficiently [83].

5.5. Roadmap Development

Documentation regarding the scenarios and the mitigation plans have been carried
out in different industries (e.g., Cisco [53] and Rockwell Automation [83]) to outline
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procedures to follow when the scenario becomes a reality. Therefore, in this methodology,
the documentation of roadmaps is a critical task.

The roadmaps will help organise the flow of actions should a significant disruption
happen. A roadmap contains a set of directions to follow according to drills performed
throughout the ‘what-if’ scenarios developed during the previous stage. The distribu-
tion of roadmaps among stakeholders is critical because all key decision-makers need to
understand how the strategies in each roadmap are to be adapted.

At this stage, roadmaps that outline and document each scenario need to be compiled.
Each roadmap should contain complete documentation regarding the roadmap preparation,
roadmap implementation, and roadmap debriefing.

The roadmap preparation section should include documentation pertaining to (1) the
scenario settings considering the major disruption and propagation possibilities; (2) a
description of the possible impacts and outcomes; (3) a list of key performance metrics and
predictors to monitor before, during, and after disruption; (4) documentation regarding
the developed model and its assumptions to test what-if scenarios; and (5) a sensitivity
analysis showing the ranges for key variables.

The roadmap implementation section should describe (1) a set of policies and strategies
to implement, (2) actions and processes to perform for each strategy, (3) expected results and
milestones from the actions, (4) alternative mitigation protocols, (5) designated authorities
to execute the actions and their roles, and (6) a list of critical internal and external contacts
responsible for actions.

Finally, the roadmap debriefing section should contain (1) a definition of the imple-
mented strategies; (2) a description of advantages and shortcomings of the executed plans;
(3) a summary of lessons learnt from the scenario implementation; (4) a list of opportunities
created during the disruption, if any; and (5) documentation about reviews and updates.

It is relevant to consider that depending on the organisation, additional requirements,
guidelines, and policies need to be included or removed in the definition of the roadmaps.

5.6. Signal Monitoring

Situational awareness is needed to keep the roadmaps updated. Trends in internal
and external data that show changing environments must be monitored and evaluated to
modify the scenarios’ settings and the impact on existing roadmaps. A scanning library
needs to be created to collect and store signals employed to examine, update scenarios, and
identify when disruption is starting to occur [84].

With the rapid increase in technological developments in recent years, growing atten-
tion has been paid to the development of digital twins for managing disruption risk. A
digital SC twin is a model which represents the network state for complete SC visibility to
improve resilience and test contingency plans [61]. Digital twins (DTs) will gather informa-
tion from the environment, process it, and simulate responses. DTs will enable visibility
among SC entities, business transparency, and integration. They should be designed to
facilitate connectivity, interoperability and traceability for data exchange. Hence, DTs
constitute a new data-driven vision, which combines simulation, optimisation, and data
analytics, to allow predictive and prescriptive analytics and improve resiliency and test
contingency plans [62]. They will be like nervous systems that respond to stimuli from the
external environment and to internal conditions.

Ivanov and Dolgui [61] developed a generic structure of a digital SC twin to manage
disruption risks. Burgos and Ivanov [85] highlighted the importance of SC digital twins
to enhance end-to-end visibility, which can provide the basis for proactive and resilient
SC designs. Similarly, a digital twin framework for real-time logistics simulation has been
developed for SC coordination in modular construction. It can predict potential logistics
risks and accurate arrival times [86].

As reported in [66] by key decision-makers in SC management, the need for an early
warning system has been recognised to be extremely helpful to react, save costs for recovery,
and set put recovery-management teams. The head of procurement of Merck also high-
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lighted the importance of having visibility to run analyses and react fast proactively [83].
Therefore, signal monitoring has been included in the roadmap’s methodology.

6. Discussion

Uncertainty and unforeseeable disruptions can never be simply eliminated. Hence,
preparedness and recovery are the responsibility of all SC entities, and close coordination is
imperative to overcoming major disruptions. The detailed definition of plausible scenarios
could help decision-makers deploy strategies to reduce impacts and support a return to
normal operations.

The defined strategies could help improve SC resiliency, but they can also cause
an increase in costs or the selection of less sustainable alternatives. For instance, the
development of additional sourcing could increase SC capital investments and coordination
costs. The proposed strategies could also define solutions such as transportation expediting
and less-than-a-truck-loads that could be less sustainable alternatives and troublesome
for the day-to-day operations. Therefore, during the analysis of scenarios, trade-offs need
to be considered. While some companies are willing to invest in proactive strategies,
not all companies can take a preventive approach due to resource limitations or lack of
engagement from top management.

The roadmaps proposed in the present study show that there is no one-size-fits-all
solution. Each SC needs a creative and customised process to develop roadmaps. Strategies
presented in the food sector may not apply to the retail or healthcare sectors. Hence,
appropriate preparations and adjustments need to be made. The proposed methodology
for developing supply chain resilience roadmaps provides a baseline process to follow.
Although each stage of the roadmaps is backed up with the existing literature and examples,
they are not intended to be a step-by-step recipe.

The development of roadmaps enables a multi-method analysis in which decision-
makers could include brainstorming, red teaming, AFD, simulation, optimisation, and
data-driven technologies like digital twins. However, other methodologies and theories can
be adopted at each stage. For instance, Craighead et al. [5] proposed a toolbox containing
10 theories that could be used for understanding SC behaviour before, during, and after
a pandemic.

As a unique contribution, the supply chain resilience roadmaps concentrate on the
synergy of well-established methodologies to create a method to prepare for unexpected
events. Additionally, each stage of the roadmaps opens directions for future development.

7. Conclusions

Although SC disruptions have attracted attention during the last decade, disruptive
events characterised by low probability and high impact have received little attention.
The lack of information has caused decision-makers to ignore them. However, as today’s
SCs are in a deeply interconnected global environment, underestimated events could be
catastrophic and propagate to a different place from the initial disruption, increasing the
risk of exacerbating a crisis.

While it is true that a perfect system or SC can never be designed—as surprises will
always occur—knowing how systems behave and understanding the possible implications
when facing major disruptions could help mitigate the impacts of any disruption.

We can no longer simply ignore situations because their probabilities are too low or
not calculable. We must strive to create a broad range of plausible scenarios to analyse
SCs. Scenarios are used as a tool for strategizing about uncertainties in an evolutionary SC
environment. A scenario mindset could help us to evaluate and thus be better prepared for
situations that could arise in the future.

In this study, we have proposed a methodology to develop supply chain resilience
roadmaps, which are intended to describe scenarios that could drastically change the SC
environment and propose guidelines to follow to decrease and mitigate the impacts of any
disruption. We are not looking to create a plan for every imaginable scenario but to create
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a set of plausible futures. We want to improve the understanding of major disruptions
in a system thinking environment. We want proactive planning for unexpected events to
ensure system adaptation to internal and external threats.

As the process of developing the roadmaps can be lengthy, top-management support
is crucial. Hence, understanding the need to develop the roadmaps should be made as
clear as possible; however, the benefits of developing the scenarios are highly unlikely to
become tangible in the short term.

Although the methodology for developing roadmaps has not been implemented in a
case study, each stage of the roadmap methodology has been backed up with examples
available in the literature. Moreover, the development of scenarios is justifiable as organisa-
tions have implemented them to develop business strategies and governments to tackle
disruptions, such as major natural disasters, and now for predicting impacts of the current
COVID-19 pandemic. While this research represents the initial steps towards a more aware
SC preparedness, it establishes the foundations for a holistic SC disruption analysis.
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